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The

purpose

of

this

project

was

to

design

and

implement a model 7th grade science program with integrated
mathematics concepts using an outdoor survival theme.
developed program focused

The

on mathematics and science

topics related to exploration and survival in the wilderness
and

enjoyment

of

the

outdoors

in

order

to

connect

mathematics and science concepts with real life experiences.
Current research and literature on integration and multiple
intelligences, integration of mathematics and science as well
existing outdoor programs was reviewed.

Finally, section

overviews, student learning objectives, learning activities and
teaching strategies were adapted and developed.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

Introduction
It has been proven that both learning and teaching
improve when pleasure Is involved, so why not
initiate a course now that may well revitalize an
entire school program as well as help to assure
the better use of our natural resources.
(Huck 1987 p12)
As stated by Huck (1987) learning in schools should be
an enjoyable process for both teacher and student.
possible that this goal can

It is

be met in a way that will

encourage students to appreciate the outdoors.
Outdoor survival is the focus of study in a curriculum
project undertaken by Hill (1992), that combined scientific
content with
students.
environmental

meaningful, practical learning activities for
The

integration

experiences

can

of

these

result

in

subjects
what

with

Horwood

(1992) defined as "a method to bind disciplinary elements
into an integrated whole."
Recent developments in the Cashmere School District
have provided the support and structure for the creation of an

1

2

integrated
grade

program

students

of

mathematics

and

scheduled

into

were

science.
a

Seventh

three

period

Humanities core while also being scheduled into a two period
Math/Science block.
basic

structure

science

to

facilitate

instruction.

educational
schools

This scheduling format provides the

Specifically,

staff is

striving

integrated

involved in

to

integrate

mathematics

the

seventh

a consortium
content

and

grade

of middle

with

real

·1ife

experiences.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project was to design and implement a
model

7th

grade

science

program

with

integrated

mathematics concepts using an outdoor survival theme.
developed program focused

The

on mathematics and science

topics related to exploration and survival in the wilderness
and

enjoyment

of

the

outdoors

in

order

to

connect

mathematics and science concepts with real life experiences.
Current research and literature on integration and multiple
intelligences, integration of mathematics and science as well
existing outdoor programs was reviewed.

Finally, section

overviews, student learning objectives, learning activities and
teaching strategies were adapted and developed.
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Limitations of the Project
For the purpose of this project, it was necessary to set
the following limitations
1. Scope:

The project was confined to Cashmere

Middle School In the Cashmere School District in
Cashmere Washington.

2.

Participants: The project was limited to the 7th grade
at Cashmere Middle School.

3. Research: The literature reviewed in Chapter 2 of
this project was selective in nature and limited
primarily to research conducted within the last five
years.

4. Curriculum:

There was a requirement to align the

project with the present seventh grade curriculum
at Cashmere Middle School.

This requirement

limited available instructional time in which the
project could be implemented.

4

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used In the context of this study have
been defined as follows:

Block: Two consecutive class periods with the same
teacher and the same students.

The teachers have the

freedom to organize mathematics and science
instruction in the manner they feel appropriate.
(Cashmere School District, 1995-96)

Core: Three class periods with the same teacher and
the same students.

The teachers have the freedom to

organize humanity instruction (reading, language arts
and social studies) in the manner they feel appropriate.
(Cashmere School District, 1995-96)

Humanities:

The academic subjects of Social Studies

and Language Arts (Reading, Writing and Speaking)
(Cashmere School District, 1995-96)

Integrated Curriculum: The educational practice of
bringing content and skill together to form a coherent

5

whole picture rather than leaving them fragmented
(Beane 1992).

Multiple Intelligence:

Howard Gardner's theory about

seven forms of intelligence which can effect the method
in which children learn best.
(Campbell 1992)

Restructuring:

The educational process of change.

Changing the format of instructional delivery to students
in order to increase meaning, relevancy, and
comprehension.
(Crane 1991)

Wilderness: A region that contains no permanent
(human) inhabitants, no possibility of motorized travel,
and is spacious enough so that a traveler crossing it by
foot ... must sleep outdoors (Troxell 1993).

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
The review of literature and research summarized on
the following pages has been organized to address:

1.

Evidence Supporting the Integration of Curriculum.

2.

Multiple Intelligence Theory

3. Evidence Supporting the Integration of Mathematics
and Science
4.

Background and Characteristics of Wilderness
Survival Programs

5.

Information Obtained From Selected Wilderness
Survival Programs

6.

Summary

The research addressed in Chapter Two was identified
through

an

Educational

(ERIC) computer search.

Resources

Information

Centers

A hand search of various other

sources was also conducted.

Evidence Supporting the Integration of Curriculum
As stated by Horwood

(1992)

"the desire to integrate

school subjects has been strong and continuous for most of
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the twentieth century."
present

system

problems.

of

Educators have realized that the
separate

subjects

has

fundamental

Beane (1992} stated that the separate subject

format to learning knowledge and skills lack meaning.

The

world within the walls of the school has been treated in a
fragmentary manner.

The pieces are like

a jigsaw puzzle

and students have been expected to put all the parts together
on their own (Beane 1992}.

Educators have been looking for

ways to help students make sense of our world (Vars 1991 }.
During

the

recent

years,

integrated

studies

have

received increased attention as schools under criticism face
challenges of restructuring in light of diluted curriculum and
overall low student achievement

(King 1991 }.

The present

school curriculum has often been "teacher centered, factoriented,

textbook

dominated

and

pre.sented

in

isolated

periods of time with no connecting among the various subject
areas."

(Bushman 1991}

Integrative curriculum has been a

focal point for the movement of bringing greater meaning and
relevancy into the classroom (Beane 1992, Vars 1991 }. The
effort of integration is to overlap skills, concepts and attitudes
to make the bits and pieces of content and skill come together
into some meaningful picture (Beane 1992, Fogarty 1991 }.
The process of integration has traditionally started with
an effort to dissolve the previous definitions of subject areas
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(Beane 1992, Drake 1991 ).

Since our world is not separated

Into distinct academic subjects neither should our schools
treat different subjects as unrelated entities.

The integration

movement has attempted to blur the lines that distinguish one
subject from another.

Normally a theme is chosen in which

related concepts and activities involve students in that theme
(Beane 1992).
individual

Many of the concepts previously taught in the

subject areas

are

incorporated

chosen theme (Vars 1991, Drake 1991 ).

in

a

properly

The result will be

students learning much of the same information as· in the past
but in a way that will provide greater meaning to their lives.
The goal of integrated learning has traditionally been to use
this theme format

with the expected results of students better

understanding concepts that will effect them throughout their
lifetimes (Crane 1991 ).
Proponents of the theory of integrated learning have
translated the question of relevancy into a specific applicable
answer:

the

interdisciplinary

approach

{Hurd

1991).

Perspectives for changing the curriculum are taking shape
and "constraining boundaries" surrounding disciplines are
beginning to break down amidst restructuring and a growing
demand for relevancy.

(Altshuler 1991)

Interdisciplinary educators have been convinced that
there must be active linkages between fields of knowledge.
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They claim that interdisciplinary efforts present a common
sense, logical progression to address needs and reshape the
approach of disseminating knowledge by creating learning
experiences that demonstrate the relationship of disciplines
(Jacobs 1991 ).

"There is a natural alliance between those

making a special effort to teach for understanding and those
making

a

special

effort

toward

integrative

education."

(Perkins 1991)
The interdisciplinary curriculum has afforded teachers
the opportunity of varying their instructional approaches and
strategies

along

commitment.'

a

kind

of

'continuum

of

(Fogarty 1991, Palmer 1991,

practical

Jacobs 1989)

Integration has not been an all or nothing proposition, but an
approach

which

can

be

utilized

by

a

few

teachers,

a

department, or become part of a school-wide curriculum
design (Jacobs 1991 ).
visual

picture

Fragmented,
Webbed,

of

curriculum

Connected,

Threaded

These ten

ten

Robin Fogarty (1991) has developed a

levels

Nested,

Integrated,
describe the

levels

of

Sequenced,

Immersed

and

continuum

integration that a program may have.

integration:
Shared,

Networked.

and

depth

of

It was Fogarty's (1991)

contention that the integration of content with real-life topics
has

provided the

structure

provided

structure of relevant education.
practical

methods

of

producing

This
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connections and meaning to content areas.

Multiple Intelligence Theory
Research conducted by Howard Gardner revealed a
wider range of human intelligence than what was previously
believed (Campbell 1992).
forms of

The idea of there being seven

intelligence and thus, at least seven ways of being

"smart" has reinforced the concept of different learning styles.
Different learning strles naturally lead to a wide range of
different instructional methods.
linguistic,

logical/mathematical,

The seven intelligences are:
spatial,

music, interpersonal and intrapersonal.

body/kinesthetic,

Gardner is careful to

not limit intelligence to just these seven but believes that
these seven provide a broader more accurate view of human
intelligence (Campbell 1992).
Gardner recognized and stressed the importance to
recognize and nurture the varied forms of human intelligence.
A brief description of

Gardner's "seven intelligences" follows

(Campbell 1992):

1- Linguistic Intelligence is the ability to think in
words and to use language to express and
appreciate complex meaning.

Authors,

poets, journalists, speakers and newscasters
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display high degrees of linguistic
intelligence.
2- Logical

I Mathematical Intelligence

makes it

possible to calculate, quantify, consider
propositions and hypotheses, and carry out
complex mathematical operations.
Scientists, mathematicians, accountants,
engineers, and computer programmers all
demonstrate strong logical / mathematical
intelligence.
3- Spatial Intelligence

includes the capacity to

think in three dimensional terms, perceive
external and internal imagery, to recreate,
transform or modify images, to navigate
oneself and objects through space and to
produce or decode graphic information.
Sailors, painters, and architects exhibit
strong spatial intelligence.
4- Bodily

I Kinesthetic Intelligence

enables a

person to manipulate objects and to finetune physical skills.

This intelligence is

seen in athletes, dancers, surgeons and
crafts people.
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5- Musical lntelltgence is evident in those with a
sensitivity to pitch, melody, rhythm and tone.
Those demonstrating this intelligence
include composers, conductors, musicians,
critics, instrument makers as well
assensitive listeners.
6- Interpersonal Intelligence is the capacity to
understand and interact effectively with
others.

Teachers, social workers, actors and

politicians demonstrate strong interpersonal
intelligence.
7- lntrapersonal Intelligence refers to the ability
to perceive an accurate model of oneself
and use such knowledge in planning and
directing one's life.

Some individuals with

strong intrapersonal intelligence include
theologians, psychologists and
philosophers.
(Campbell 1992)

The application of Gardner's seven intelligences to the
classroom has helped broaden the teaching strategies of the
teacher.

The overall concept helps children learn through
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their strengths.

Students deserve · the opportunity to work

from their strengths, improve their weaknesses and discover
what they most enjoy (Campbell 1994).

Most school systems

have focused primarily on verbal and logical/mathematical
intelligence while little time is placed on nurturing the other
areas (Campbell 1992).
Bruce Campbell (1994) has used Gardner's theory of
seven intelligences and applied it to his classroom for almost
ten years.

Campbell has recognized that there are many

ways to successfully utilize the concept of seven intelligences
in the classroom and identifies several possible formats of
application.

One such method is to have seven different

learning centers that would focus on a particular intelligence.
Each day students would, by a thematic and interdisciplinary
approach, move through the centers and learn about a topic
in seven different ways.

This approach would be placed on

the high end of an integrated/multiple intelligence continuum
of instruction.

This particular application of the seven

intelligences is better suited to the elementary classroom but
secondary teachers can also apply some of these same
principles.

For instance whole class instruction can regularly

integrate learning activities that incorporate each of the
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seven Intelligence areas (Campbell 1994).
An integrated educational approach utilizing aspects of
Garner's seven intelligence theory will provide the framework
of educating the whole child and develop their capacities
more fully (Campbell 1992).

Evidence Supporting the Integration
of Mathematics and Science

Research

conducted

by

Hurd (1991)

has

described

science as a complex and a dramatically changing field of
study.

Science today is characterized by 25,000 to 30,000

research fields.

Of the 70,000 scientific journals' 29,000

new since 1978.

are

Most of these changes involve the merging

of traditional disciplines and

have had lead to many new

areas of research including biochemistry, biogeochemistry
and genetic engineering.

As the scientific disciplines have

merged so must our teaching strategies involve a blending of
scientific fields. (Hurd 1991 ).

Hurd (1991) states that greater

integration of school subjects can provide at least a partial
solution to bringing greater meaning to scientific concepts.
Science

courses

have

traditionally

emphasized
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preparing

students

for

scientific

research

(Hurd 1991 ).

Students have been expected to think as scientists and use a
restrictive

approach

of the

scientific

method.

Modern

scientists are constantly being challenged to think of creative
ways to solve modern day problems.

The new style of

scientific discovery cannot fit into the old, stringent model of
the scientific method.

Science has become a complicated,

ethical field of study in which its participants must know how
to learn.

We need to teach students more about "how to .

learn" then memorizing factual data (Hurd 1991 ).
Scheaffer

(1994)

contended

that

the

focus

of

mathematical and science education needs to change to one
that will prepare students for the future by developing life
skills .

Mathematics and science are an integral part of the

human experience and students' education should emphasize
a practical approach.

Education should prepare our students

to be productive, insightful citizens. (Kleiman 1991, Hurd
1991, Scheaffer 1994).
Through the process of integration "boundaries between
traditional

subject

matter

categories

are

softened

connections among the disciplines are emphasized"
1991 ).
topics

and

(Crane

Science and mathematics have traditionally been
treated

as

isolated from

other academic

areas
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(Kleiman 1991, Crane 1991 ).
been to

The

goal

of

integration

has

increase meaning and relevancy by showing

real

life connections and relationships throughout academic areas
(Vars

1991,

Crane

1991,

Kleiman

1991 ).

process of integrating science with real

Through

life situations a

greater level of scientific literacy will be achieved
1987) and schools need to focus

the

(Huck

not on teaching

more

content but on what is essential to scientific literacy (Crane
1991).

Background and Characteristics
of Wilderness Survival Programs

In

recent

curriculum
education.

years

there

development

in

has
the

been
area

an
of

increase

environmental

In the state of Washington the process of outdoor

environmental

education

began

in

1968

under

Superintendent of Public Instruction Louis Bruno.
inception

of

the

program

sought

to

interdisciplinary with problem solving

have

State

From its

education

be

and creative/problem

solving instruction in an outdoor environment (Billings 1995).
In 1988 the State Board of Education passed a statute that
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requires environmental education be taught in the K-12 grade
levels.
Since 1987 the state of Washington has been working
on

developing

environmental

and

implementing

educational

"Environmental

Education

plan.

a

comprehensive

In

Goals

1987

and

the

first

Guidelines

for

Washington Schools" was published with subsequent issues
in 1992, 1993 and in June of 1995.

This publication is

designed to provide a framework for K-12 environmental
education throughout the state.

"There is nothing

important for the future of our children than
environmental

education

into every level

of

more

integrating
our

school

system" (Ehrlich 1995).
One of the key recommendations from OSPI research
was to assure environmental education be integrated and
holistic.

There are connections built into environmental

education that will provide a natural means for integration.
This integrated, holistic approach

involved clarifying

the

"complex relationships that exist between human and natural
systems"

(OSPI

identified

ten

environmental

1995).
core

program

The
themes
should

writing

and

around
address.

research
which

These

a

team
K-12

themes
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included air quality, plants - food and fiber, minerals - energy
and resources, water quality, human population and society,
aesthetics and the built environment, soil and land use,
wildlife and domestic animals and hazards.
Nampa

High

School

in

Nampa Idaho attempted

to

identify the fundamental skills and knowledge that people
should posses in order to safely enjoy the outdoors (Hill
1992).

Accordingly a year long class/club combination that

focused

on

teaching

students

camping

skills,

first

aid,

environmental awareness and survival techniques has been
developed.
skills

Similarly

Cordes (1993) identified the essential

of hiking/backpacking to

packing and dress, ~o~L

include the essentials

,amt water,

of

camp __ site and shelters,

navigation and weather (Cordes 1993).

Research conducted

by Schad (1993) for the Sierra Club's Wilderness Basics
expands Cordes's topics while also identifying such skills as
physical

conditioning, trip preparation, specific

areas

of

travel and wilderness first aid as essential to outdoor survival
skills (Schad 1993).
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Food and Water

Water has been considered the most essential of all
body nutrients.

Smith (1976) surmised that it is a priority to

have a constant supply of water to ensure proper body
functioning.

Water consumption demands range from 3 to 6

quarts a day depending upon the weather and how strenuous
the activity (Cordes 1993).

Depriving the body of water will

severely limit the body's amount of energy and endurance
(Smith

1976).

Cordes

(1993) and

Anderson

(1993)

both

stressed that an important factor to remember is to drink
periodically throughout a hike and not just when thirsty.
Anderson (1993) revealed that fact of natural water
supplies can no longer be trusted due to the threat of Giardia
and other contaminants.
be carried
reasonable

When possible fresh water should

but for strenuous outings this may not be a
possibility

(Cordes

1994,

Anderson

1993).

Anderson (1993) contended that if it is not practical to carry
the needed amount of fresh water there are three basic
methods of ensuring that water is safe for ingestion.

Boiling

is the most reliable method while chemical treatment and
filtering require specific materials to be on hand.

If used

properly any of these water purification methods will ensure a
safe water supply (Anderson 1993).
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Cordes (1993) claimed that the time needed to cook a
meal will depend upon the altitude at which the food is being
prepared and that it is important to understand how water will
boil

at

lower temperatures

as

elevation

is

gained

thus

effecting how meals are prepared.
Anderson (1993) reasoned that the amount of calories
needed for an outdoor adventure depend on a variety of
factors.

A proper understanding of these factors and how

carbohydrates, proteins and fats keep the body fortified can
be Important for those hiking or camping In the wilderness
(Anderson 1993, Cordes 1994, 1993).

Proper menu planning

can help make an enjoyable outdoor experience.

Depending

on the extent of travel, weight could be a deciding factor on
what meals are planned.

The types of food most often taken

on hiking trips include fresh, frozen, dehydrated, freeze-dried
and canned foods (Anderson 1993).

Navigation

More and more Americans have discovered the beauty
and tranquility of our parks
wilderness camping and hiking.
more

remote

locations

a

and trails,

and

the fun

of

As people have searched for

good

command

of

navigation

techniques has become increasingly important (Copp 1993).
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Copp (1993) claimed that topographical maps are the
best and most practical type of map for the use of accurate
wilderness navigation.

A properly read topographic map can

be used to gain knowledge about a hiker's location.

The

contours of the map show major geologic features that can be
seen as landmarks in the environment (Copp 1993, Cordes
1994).

Accurate use of the map can also

lead hikers to

natural treasures that are slightly off the normal path of
wilderness travelers (Copp

1993).

Copp (1993) believed that an additional critical piece of
equipment for hikers is a compass.

The basic compass skills

involve setting, taking and following bearings.

Cordes (1993,

1994) contended that the key to using a compass is to
understand that

"north" on the compass will rarely match up

with north on a map.

This declination or difference between

the two can be found on a topographical map of the area and
may be easily adjusted for.

Setting a bearing means that a

specific degree of orientation is given and the compass user
must determine what direction they should be facing.

The

user could then use land marks in the distance to follow this
bearing in order to reach the desired location.

Taking a

bearing involves focusing on an object in the distance and
then determining at what angle that object is at.

This process
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is useful if the object, such as a mountain peak, is the goal to
be reached but the peak itself will be out of sight for part of
the journey.

A bearing could be taken while the peak is in

view and followed when it is no longer
Copp (1993)

stated

that there

visible (Copp 1993).

are

occasions

when

visibility is poor and neither the map or the compass alone
will provide an accurate means

of navigation.

The ability to

use both a map and compass provides the most accurate
method of navigation (Copp 1993).

A map will be oriented

with geographic north being up while a compass will point to
the magnetic north pole.

These two orientations will not be

the same for most locations so it is important to understand
how to make the proper adjustments (Cordes 1993).

The

principle of declination is used for this adjustment and
understanding how it works will enable successful navigation
of unknown areas.
Copp (1993) claimed that from simple day hikes to
longer wilderness trips it is important to keep a sense of
direction and an awareness of ones' general location.
using and practicing the skills of

By

map and compass use,

these skills will become second nature and a vital skill of
enjoying the wilderness areas.
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The Campsite

Copp (1993) contended that factors to be considered
when selecting a campsite, should include not only comfort
but also care

for

the

environment.

Environmental

factors

such as wind, natural barriers and indigenous animal species
also play a role in the proper selection and set up of a
campsite

(Cordes

1993).

Copp

(1993)

stated

that

the

common saying of "take nothing but pictures, leave nothing
but footprints" should be a consistent reminder to campers
and hikers that care of our natural environment should a top
priority.Cordes (1993) gave some basic guidelines and tips
for choosing a good camp site.

These tips included selecting

an area that is flat, smooth and protected from the wind and a
minimum of 200 feet from lakes and streams so as not to
contaminate

natural

water

supplies.

Cordes

(1993)

suggested to avoid dead or dying trees that may blow down,
low,wet areas and places that are high and exposed.
Cordes

{1994)

explained

that

once

a

campsite

is

selected a proper knowledge of shelter building becomes
important.

The basic strategy has been to carry something

that can be used as a shelter such as a poncho, tube tent,
space blanket
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or plastic tarp along with ample supply of cord to secure the
shelter.

The underlining purpose of a shelter is to stay warm

and dry by trapping body heat, shielding from wind and
blocking

precipitation.

Copp

(1993)

added

that

key

considerations for shelters include that it be wind-, rain-, and
snow-proof,

insulated

from

the

ground and

situations close to a fire source.

in

emergency

Various natural materials

have been used including trees, fallen logs, boughs, bark and
the snow itself to build viable shelters such as a lean-to, tree
well, snow cave, snow pit, trench sun shelter.
Copp (1993) claimed that in order to build a viable
shelter it is important to have a basic knowledge of knot tying
skills. Logue (1994) concluded that matching the right knot to
each task will give a camper or hiker added peace of mind
concerning the various aspects of the campsite.

These skills

have meant the difference in an enjoyable evening in the
wilderness and one that is spent repairing
shelters (Copp 1993).

poorly made
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Information Obtained From Selected
Wilderness Survival Programs

Information concerning outdoor survival education and

skills programs was obtained from seven selected northwest
environmental organizations including:

Cispus Learning Center
Randle, WA
206-497-7131

Office of State Superintendent of Public Instruction
Olympia, WA
U.S. Military (Fairchild Air Force Base)
Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training
-Air Force - Search and Rescue Survival Training
-SAS Survival Handbook
Olympic Park Institute
1-800-775-3720
U.S. Forest Service
Portland, OR 503-326-7123
Hancock Field Station
OR
503-797-4547
Pacific Crest Outward Bound
Portland, Oregon
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An analysis of information obtained from the above
organizations revealed four (4) characteristics generally
common to each program.

1.

These included:

Weather - A basic understanding of weather and
weather patterns can enable a person to
recognize approaching storms and make
appropriate adjustments and plans.

2.

Shelter - If a person Is stranded in the wilderness
it is vital that they be able to protect themselves
from the elements.

The person will need to be

keep warm and dry in order to maintain normal
body functions for any extended amount of time.

3.

Nutrients - The human body can survive without
food for a limited amount of time and without water
even shorter.

A stranded person will need to be

able to obtain fresh water and food in order to
remain alive.
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4.

Navigation - The process of calmly and accurately
navigating a terrain can prevent a person
from getting lost or help them to find their
way in an

unknown region.

Summary
The research and literature reviewed in Chapter Two
supported the following themes:
1.

The integration of curriculum provides a practical
way of producing connections and meaning to
content areas.

2.

An integrated educational approach utilizing
aspects of Garner's seven intelligence theory will
provide the framework of educating the whole
child and develop their capacities more fully.

3.

In order to help students achieve mathematics and
science literacy, concepts should be integrated
Into real life situations.
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4.

Basic areas of skill and knowledge that should be
learned In order to fully and safely enjoy the
outdoors Include: Food and Water, Navigation,
and Campsite Skills.

5.

Selected survival programs include weather
recognition, shelter building, nutrition and
navlgati on.

)

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES FOR THE PROJECT
The purpose of this project was to design and implement a
model

7th

grade

science

program

with

integrated

mathematics concepts using an outdoor survival theme.
developed program focused

The

on mathematics and science

topics related to exploration and survival in the wilderness
and

enjoyment

of

the

outdoors

in

order

to

connect

mathematics and science concepts with real life experiences.
Current research and literature on integration and multiple
intelligences, integration of mathematics and science as well
existing outdoor programs was reviewed.

Finally, section

overviews, student learning objectives,learning activities and
teaching strategies were adapted and developed.

Chapter 3 contains background information regarding:
1. Need of the project
2. Development of support for the project
3. Procedures
4. Planned implementation
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Need of the project

The need for the project was influenced by the following
considerations:

1.

Seventh

grade

humanities

teachers

at

Cashmere

Middle School, Cashmere Washington have been working on
integrating their instruction with the theme of explorers and
exploration.

The writer (Layne B. Hutchins) a certified

teacher · could see the possibilities of using the modern
exploration of our wilderness to integrate mathematics and
science with the existing humanities program at Cashmere
Middle School.

2.

The

writer

recognized

the

wide

range

of

outdoor/wilderness activities available to the people living in
the Cashmere Valley.

Cashmere, a town nestled in the

foothills of the Cascade Mountain range,

provides numerous

opportunities for outdoor activities that include water sports,
hiking, camping, hunting and fishing.
area,

In the Cashmere Valley

incidents have commonly occurred where by local

citizens have placed their life in danger in the wilderness
due to

a lack of basic

knowledge. Wisdom in applying that
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knowledge, or failure to recognize a dramatic change in
weather, can result in tragedy.

With proper skills, students

would be able to safely experience

a lifetime of enjoyment

in

the outdoors.

3.

Current research findings and evidence support student

motivation

and

learning

through

activity

based

interdisciplinary studies.

4.

Undertaking this project coincided with the writers'

graduate studies in Curriculum and Supervision at Central
Washington University

Development of support for the project

Following

his employment in the Cashmere School

District in 1994, and while enrolled in graduate courses in
school

curriculum

at Central Washington University, the

writer was seeking a means

to apply concepts of curriculum

integration to the seventh grade level.

Cashmere Middle

School schedules students in consecutive periods with the
same teacher for mathematics and science, thus providing
the

necessary format to enable the integration

of these
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subjects.
Kurt

The

seventh

grade

team

Gjullin, Shelly Milne and

of

Boettcher,

Mary

along with

Walt Whitehall,

principal Ed Tuggle, provided encouragement and support for
development

of

a relevant,

science program.
based

integrated

mathematics

and

The writer was also awarded a school

minigrant during the

1994-1995 school

year that

enabled the purchase of supplies needed for the project.
Input

from

the

above

named

encouragement

from

influenced

writer's

the

individuals,

classmates
decision

as

in

graduate

to

proceed

well

as

courses
with

the

essential

for

Curriculum,

an

development of the wilderness survival program.

Procedures
To

obtain

developing

the

background

information

Wilderness

Survival

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) computer
search was undertaken.

Additionally, a hand search of

various other sources was conducted.

The search for

applicable wilderness survival information lead to telephone
contact with various organizations throughout the Pacific
Northwest including:
Superintendent

of

Cispus Learning Center; Office of State

Public

Instruction; Fairchild

Air

Force
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Survival School; Olympic Park Institute; U.S. Forest Service;
Pacific Crest Outward Bound; and, the Hancock Field Station.
With the help of seventh grade students at Cashmere
Middle School the writer was able to field-test various ideas
and aspects of the model 7th grade wilderness survival
curriculum.

This process resulted in modification and

expansion of ideas and concepts related to the theme of
wilderness survival.
Planned Implementation of the Project
Selected portions of the the wilderness survival
curriculum were implemented during the 1994-1996 school
years (e.g. Island Project, Compass Hunt, Shelter Building
etc.).

Full implementation of the curriculum has been

planned for 1996-1997.

During the spring of 1997 it is hoped

that an extension of an overnight hiking trip can be added as
a culminating activity.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT

The

model

curriculum

program

designed

to

integrate

mathematics and science concepts into the theme of wilderness
survival for seventh grade students at Cashmere Middle School,
Cashmere, Washington, has been presented In Chapter 4 In three
(3) units, including:

Unit I

- Navigation

Unit II - Food and Water
Unit Ill -

Campsite Skills
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WILDERNESS SURVIVAL BASIC SKILLS
A MODEL SEVENTH GRADE SCIENCE
CURRICULUM WITH INTEGRATED
MATH CONCEPTS

Cashmere School District
Cashmere Middle School
Seventh Grade Math and Science

Layne B. Hutchins, Instructor
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UNIT OVERVIEW
The

Navigation

opportunity
process

to

Unit

engage

featuring

provides

in

use

an

of

a

accurately navigate terrain.
basic

geometry concepts

students

activity-based
map

and

with

the

learning

compass

to

The program begins with

and

proceeds with

specifics

of compass use and the ability to read and interpret a
contour map.
are

Students work in cooperative groups and

challanged

require

effective

with

problem

teamwork

and

solving

exercises

communication.

that
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STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to ...
use a compass to determine a direction of
orientation
use a contour map in order to determine and
recognize topography
practice critical thinking
solving skills
improve

their

and

communication

improve their skills
in a group setting

problem

skills

of working

effectively
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ASSESSMENT

1. Students will demonstrate their understanding of
contour maps by:

- building a three-dimentional island showing
elevation gain by adding layers of cardboard
(Rubric included, group project).
Students
will individually draw a contour map of
their island.
- completing the Stevens Pass treasure hunt in
their teams.
A standard percentage of the
20 possible answers will be taken.
- completing a portion of a written practicle
exam that will utilize a contour map with
interpretive questions
2. Students will demonstrate their ability to use a
compass by:
- individually navigating
within two feet.

a perfect triangle to

completing the Compass Word Hunt Activity in a
group with no more than two mistakes.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE
UNIT I

1. Geometry Introduction
Background knowledge using 7th grade math
textbook.
Rocket geometry
Telling someone where to go program
2. Introduction of Navigation
Brainstorm - check prior knowledge
Notes - background, history, reasons
3. Map
Huckleberry Mountain - slides and map
Contour lines - check for understanding - notes
Reading contour lines
Island Get Away Project
Stevens Pass - Treasure Hunt
4. Compass
The ABC's of compass and map - video
Basics - parts and functions
Navigate a perfect triangle
Compass Word Hunt
5. Map and Compass
Orienting a map
Setting a bearing
Triangulation
Alternative ways to

navigate

pg

UNIT I
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
AND HANDOUTS

1. Rocket Geometry

P10-14

2. Background Notes

P15

3. Island Get Away Project

P16

4. Treasure Hunt

P17-20

5. Purchased Materials Information

P 21

6. Compass Word Hunt

P22-30

7. Alternative Means of Navigation

P31
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Rocket Geometry
Students will work in groups to draw the given figures using a
protractor.
shape.

They will answer the questions, color and cut out their

One group at a time, starting with #1, will come forward and

describe their figure and place it on tag board.

With a little

direction the resulting picture will be a rocket.

* It is recommended that

the teacher do this exercise beforehand

in order to more adequatly assist students

(Rocket Geometry Continued)
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#1
-Draw
-At 90
-At ·90
-At 90

a line 1Oin long
degrees draw a
degrees of this
degrees of this

along the bottom of the paper
2 in line
line draw a 1O in line
line draw a 2 in line

Color - grey
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object?_...--_ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object?

#2
· Draw a line 2 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 75 degrees draw a 3 3/4 in line
-At 30 degrees of this line draw a 3 3/4 in line
Color - black
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

(Rocket Geometry Continued)
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#3
-Draw a line 3 1/2 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 45 degrees draw a 2 in line
-At 135 degrees of this line draw a 2 in line
-At 90 degrees of this line draw a 2 in line
Color - red
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Vv'hat are the ~,ey characteristics of this object? _··- - - - - - - -

#4
-Draw a line 3 1/2 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 45 degrees draw a 2 in line
-At 135 degrees of this line draw a 3 1/2 in line
-At 45 degrees of this line draw a 2 in line
Color - white
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the ~ey characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

(Rocket Geometry Continued)
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#5
-Draw a line 2 1/2 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 90 degrees draw a 2 1/2 in line
-At 45 degrees of this line draw a 3 1/2 in line
Color - blue
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

#6
-Draw a line 2 i.n long along the bottom of the paper
-At 90 degrees draw a 1 in line
-At 65 degrees of this line draw a 2 1/4 in line
Color - blue
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

#7
-Draw a line 1 1/2 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 115 degrees draw a 2 1/4 in line
-At 25 degrees of this line draw a 3 1/4 in line
Color - blue
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

(Rocket Geometry Continued)
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#8
-Draw a line 3 1/4 in long along the bottom of the paper
-At 130 degrees draw a 2 in line
-At 35 degrees of this line draw a 4 3/8 in line
-At 145 degrees of this line draw a 1/2 in line
Color - red
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -

#9
-Draw a line 1 fn long along the bottom of the paper
-At 60 degrees draw a t in line
-At 60 degrees of this line draw a 1 in line
- Do this process twice
Color - orange
Cut out figure
What is the most accurate name for this object? _ _ _.--_ _ _ __
What are the key characteristics of this object? - - - - - - - - -
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Navigation
Background Notes
Navigate - from Latin - Navis meaning ship
- agere meaning drive
Navigate literally means "to drive a ship"
1-determining a position
2-directing movement
Why was it needed? What was the purpose?
originally - shipping and trading
led to map making
- "If you were told you had to get to
Phoenix, Arizona in the least amount of
time what would you do to plan your
trip?"
- "if I am going to go to this city ... how long
will it take? What obstacles will be in
the way? Can I avoid the obstacles?"
Basic Tools
Maps, compass,

altimeter

Maps - are all maps the same?
maps.

Name some kinds of

What kind of map is used for hiking?
topographical maps

contour or

What is a contour? It is a line on a map that will
indicate elevation.
How would this information be helpful for a hiker?
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PERIOD _ _

"ISlAND GET AWAY PROJECT"

NA!v1E._______

The objective of this project is to be creative while gaining an understanding of all the requirements for a map. One will also learn how topographic
maps are made.
Your island will be made out of cardboard. It must be at least 12 inches by 24
inches at sea level but no larger than 24 by 24 inches. It must be at least 120 feet in
elevation. Each contour interval (a layer of cardboard) will represent 20 feet. Thus
one must have at least six layers of cardboard. Your island must also include the
following features:

One side of the island must be steeper than the other (10 points)
A scream must originate from a lake or pond at the 80 foot contour level ( 10 pts.)
A swamp

r.!l!!t

be o:i the 20 foot contour level ( 10 points)

A marked trail must run from sea level to the summit ( 10 points)
The island must have a bay ( 10 points)
There must be a reef on one side of the island ( 10 points)
The name of the island must be on the front of the project ( 10 points)
There must be a complete and accurate key / legend ( 25 points)
A compass showing north, south, east and west ( 10 points)
A small village or town ( 10 points)
The highest pan must be an active or non-active volcano (10 points)
Unique and creative features ( 25 points)
_ _ TOTAL

To build the island. one mus, ru! the cardboard very carefully! After
cutting the cardboard, glue your pil"("es together on top of each other. Color or
paint your island. Make sure to include all the requirements. Place your
first and last names on the underside of your island.
Your group (two to three) must be organized and work togethPr
as a team! There wil I only be th r c> e days of class time to complete
this creative project!
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Stevens Pass Map

Treasure Hunt
Names - - -- -- - - ' _ _ __ _ ___ , - - - - - - - 1. _ _ _ _ __ _ What m~p would be North of this map?
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ What map would be SW of this map?
On Highway 2 travel from Cashmere to Stevens Pass. On this
map take the first road to the south. Proceed approximatly 1100ft. What is the
structure you see to the east?

3.

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ There is a trail that begins at this structure. G~ve the full name of
the trail.

5. - - - - - - - Follow this trail for about 1.6 miles. What is directly in front of
you?

6. _______ What is just beyond #5?
7. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ What elavation are you at?
8. _ _ __ _ _ _ Are you hiking uphill or downhill?
9. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ What county did you just enter?

10. - -- - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - Walk NE on the road for about 800ft and get back on the trail. Walk about 3400ft
and stop. Describe the topography to the north.
11. _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Describe the topography to the south.
12. - - -- - -- Walk until you cross a stream. Name the stream.
13. _ _ _ _ _ __ What is the origin of this stream.
14.
Continue on the trail until you get to an intersection. To the
east is a lake, name it . .
15. - - - -- -- What is the elevation of the lake?

(Treasure Hunt Continued)
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16.
If there were no trees to block
the view would you be able to see the lake? Why or why not?
17.
Take the northern choice of trails. Stop at the lake, splash your
face, cool off and grab a bite to eat. After you are done, proceed on the trail Wltil you
arrive at another intersection. Take the southernmost trail and stop when you cross
a stream. Name the stream.
18.
Proceed on the trail Wltil you cross the
stream again. Would you be able to see the lake to the west? Why or why not?
19.
Hike down the valley until you see Bark Cabin. To the west is
Lake Lorraine Point. Whar is the highest contour line?
20. _ _ _ _ _ _What is the highest point on this map?
Under the porch of the cabin you find treasure: One million dollars in pirate gold.
Come up to the desk with your paper. If you wish, you may trade in your pirate gold
(illegal currancy) for a treasure that may be of greater value to you.
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(Treasure Hunt Continued)

Stevens Pass Map

Treasure Hunt
Names _ _ __ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ __ _ __ _
1. Labyrinth

What map would be North of this map?

2. Mtif Daniel

Wh at map would be SW of this map?

3. Chair Lift
On Highway 2 travel from Cashmere to Stevens Pass. On this
map take the first road to the south. Proceed approximaUy 1100ft. What is the
structure you see to the east?

4. Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail
the full name of the trail.

There is a trail that begins at this structure. Give

S. Road
you?

Follow this trail for about 1.6 miles. What is directly in front of

6. Powerlines

What is just beyond #5?

7. 5000

What elavation are you at?

8. Down

Are you hiking uphill or downhill?

9. Chelan

What county did you just enter?

10. A Valley goi ng down as you go NE
Walk NE on the road for about 800ft and
get back on the trail. Walk about 3400ft and stop. Describe the topography to the
north.
·
11. A Steep Cliff
12. Mill Creek

13. Lk Susan Tane

Describe the topography to the south.
Walk until you cross a stream. Name the stream.
What is the origin of this stream.

14. Josephine Lk
Continue on the trail until you get to an
intersection. To the east is a lake, name it.
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(Treasure Hunt Continued)

15. 4681

What is the elevation of the lake?

16. Yes • it is downhill
If there
were no trees to block the view would you be able to see the lake? Why or why not?
17. Icicle Creek
Take the northern choice of trails. Stop at the lake, splash
your face, cool off and grab a bite to eat. After you are done, proceed on the trail
until you arrive at another intersection. Take the southern.most trail and stop when
you cross a stream. Name the stream.
18. No, its uphill
Proceed on the trail until you cross the
stream again. Would you be able to see the lake to the west? Why or why not?
19. 5480
Hike down the valley until you see Bark Cabin. To the west
is Lake Lorraine Point. Whar is the highest contour line?
20. 6859 (Mac Peak)

What is the highest point on this map?

Under the porch of the cabin you find treasure: One million dollars in pirate gold.
Come up to the desk with your paper. If you wish, you may trade in your pirate gold
(illegal currancy) for a treasure that may be of greater value to you.
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Silva - Map and Compass Clinic Kit
This program comes with slides, narrative cassette,
several small pamplets and training maps.

The series of

exercises are useful for introducing the concepts of map and
compass use. The small contour maps can be used for a
number of beneficial purposes including individual
assessments.

* This program is listed in the reference section.

The ABC's of Compass and Map
This is a 25 minute video that is valuable in teaching
students the basics of compass use and how to use both the
map and compass together.
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Compass Word Hunt Activity
A description of the activity and how to set it up

The compass word hunt is an outdoor activity designed
to reinforce the basic principles of compass use.
The
compass hunt
has students working in groups of two to
four depending on the teacher's preference.
These groups
will follow given instructions by setting and following a
compass bearing in order to discover a hidden letter.
Their
goal is to spell an unkown word which will be different
then every other group.
The first step is to utilize the school's outside
Choose
playfield in order to set up the compass course.
landmarks that are in and around the perimeter of the field
such as trees, fences and backstops.
The example compass
hunt uses eight landmarks.
It is helpful if a map is drawn
to make the next step smoother (figure 1).
From each of these landmark points a bearing is set
for every other point.
While the bearings are being
calculated the paces between the points can also be
determined.
This time consuming process will result in a
comprehensive bearing chart (figure 2) of all of the points
that were chosen.
The next step is to determine what
words will be spelled.
In the example word hunt simple
four letter words were chosen along with made up words.
By using the bearing chart instructions can be made so that
students will be successful in spelling the chosen words if
they utilize the compass correctly.
Figure 3 shows how
the student instruction sheets could be formatted
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(Compass Word Hunt Continued)

(Figure 1)
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(Compass Word Hunt Continued)
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(Figure 2)
start
Sta rt

#1

#2

#3

point

destination

bearing

paces

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

174
102
50
8

75
104
27
96
172

66

79

164

114

#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

49

139

18
356

155
251

#1
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

230

292

20
1 18

. 82
50

#8

320
322
294
308
210

139
159
97
238
225
85
135

#1
#2
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

170
1 14
80
30
8
92
1 64

1 01
159
1 29
1 73
1 10
102
155

262

(Compass Word Hunt Continued)

start

destination

bearing

paces

#1
#2
#3
#5
#6
#7
#8

222
158
260
334
31,0
210
210

155
97
129
141
144
24
177

#5

#1
#2
#4
#6
#7
#8

182
1 !? 2
154
226
162
180

251
238
1 41
90
1 56
300

#6

#1
#2
#4
#5
#7
#8

174
142
124
60
1 32,
16,6

221
225
144
90
149
244

#7

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#8

222
1 58
270
18
344
312
214

82
82
102
24
156
149
1 53

#8

#1
#2
#4
#5
#6
#7

31-'6
40
10
358
338

50
135
1 77
300
244
1 53

#4

-.

point
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(Compass Word Hunt Continued)
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Compass - Word Hunt -I

Follow the Instructions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do this correctly you wm arrive at a destination that will have a letter
located there. The instructions will tell you on what line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
liunt ing!!!

3

4

I. 8 degrees,
2. 154 degrees
3. 222 degrees
4. 49 degrees

172
141
155
139

2.

5

6

7

8

paces - place on line 4
paces - place on line I
paces - place on line 3
paces - place on line 2
Go back to the start - Check how you are doing so far.
I. 164 degrees,
114
paces - place on line 5
2. 10 degrees
177
paces - place on line 8
3. 310 degrees
144
paces - [)lace on line 6
4. 60 degrees
90
paces - place on line 7
Go back to the start - Check how you are did.

Compass - Word Hunt - 2

Follow the instnictions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set yoLJr bearing. If you do this correctly you wm arrive at a destination that wfll have a letter
located there. The instructions will tell you on what line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
I h111ti11g!!!

'2.

.)

I. 174 degrees,
2 . 18 degr<>es
3. 260 c1egrees
4. 114 df'.grees
Go back to
I. 102 degrees,
2. 308 degrees
3. 344 degrees
4. 182 ck:grees
Go back to

-+

75
155

5

6

..,
I

8

paces - place on line I
paces - place on line 4
129
paces - place on line 3
159
paces - place on line 2
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
140
paces - place on line 6
85
paces - place on line 5
156
paces - [)lace on line 8
251
races - place on line 7
the start - Check how you are did.
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(Co_mpa~s_Word Hunt Continued)

Compass - Word Hunt - 3

Follow the lnstnictions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do this correctly you will arrive at a destination that win have a letter
located there. The Instructions will tell yoll on what line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
Hunting!!!

2

1.

292 degrees,

2. ll4 degrees
3.
4.

322 degrees
162 degrees
Go back to
1. 50 degrees,
2. 310 degrees
3. 166 degrees
4. 358 degrees
Go back to

4

5

6

7

8

27
paces - place on line 3
159
paces - place on line 2
238
paces - place on line 4
156
paces - place on line 1
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
96
paces - place on line 5
144
paces - place on line 6
244
paces - place on line 8
300
paces - place on line 7
the start - Check how you are did.

Compass - Word Hunt - 4

Follow the instmctions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
a11d set your bearing. If you do this correctly you wm arrive at a destination that will have a letter
located tl1erc . The instructions will tell you on wt1at line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
I Ill! 1t ii l~\!!!

2

1. 292 dPgrees.
2. IG4 degrE'E'S
3. 338 degrees
4. 60 degrees
Go back to
I. 66 degrees.
2. 214 degrees
3. 10
degrees
4. 158 degrees
Go back to

4

5

6

7

8

27
paces - place on line I
155
paces - place on line 3
2 44
paces - place on line 4
90
paces - place on line 2
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
79
paces - place on line 7
153
paces - placE' on line 5
177
paces - place on line 8
97
paces - place on line 6
the start - Check how you are did.

(Compass Word Hunt Continued)
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Compass - Word Hunt - 5

Follow the instructions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do t11is correctly you will arrive at a destination that will have a letter
located there. The Instructions will tell you on wtlat line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
Huntilgll!

2

l. 102 degrees,
2. 210 degrees
3. 358 degrees
4. 182 degrees
Go back to
l. 50 degrees,
2. 222 degrees
3. 114
degrees
4. 230 degrees
Go back to

4

5

6

7

8

140
paces - place on line 2
135
paces - place on line I
300
paces - place on line 3
251
paces - place on line 4
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
96
paces - place on line 8
129
paces - place on line 5
159
paces - place on line 6
139
paces - place on line 7
the start - Check how you are did.

Compass - Word Hunt - 6

Follow the instructions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do this con-ectly you wm arrive at a destination that will have a letter
located there. Ttie instructions ,viii tell you 011 what line to put nie letter. Good Luck. Happy
I lunting!l!

2

I.

50 degrees.
2. 210 degrees
3. 40 degrees
4. 322 degrees
Go back to·
I. 164 degrees,
2. 338 degrees
3. 132 degrees
4. 344 degrees
Go back to

4

5

6

7

8

96
paces - plac e oil line 4
177
paces - place Oil line 3
135
paces - place on line I
238
paces - place on line 2
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
114
paces - f)l<1ce on lit"R 7
244
paces - rlace oil Ii~ 6
149
paces - place on line 5
156
paces - place on line 8
the· start - Check how you are did.

(Compass Word Hunt Continued)
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Compass - Word Hunt - 7
Names ______________, ______________, ____________~
Follow the instructions for each part of tile exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do this correctly you wm anive at a destination that wlll llave a letter
located there. The Instructions wDI tell you on what line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
Huntilgll!

2

3

1. 8
degrees,
2. 180 degrees

4

5

7

6

8

172
300
244
144

paces - place on line 2
paces - place on line 3
3. 338 degrees
paces - place on line I
4. 124 degrees
paces - place on line 4
Go back to the start - Check how you are doing so far.
I. 292 degrees, 27
paces - place on line 5
2. 30 degrees 173
paces - place on line 7
3. 152 degrees 238
paces - place on line 6
4. 210 degrees
135
paces - place on line 8
Go back to the start - Check how you are did.

Compass - Word Hunt - 8
Names ______________, ______________, _______________
~-ollo\\· the instntetions for eact1 part of tt,e exercise. Set your compass at the' given angle of degree
If you do tt1is correctly you will arrive at a destination tt1at will have a letter
located tllcrc. Tt1e instructions will tell you on wliat line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
I lunt ing!!!

,11K1 set you, bearing.

2

I.
2.
3.
4.
I.

3

GG degrees,
222 degrees
-355- "degrees
154 degrees

7

6

79
82
251
141

paces
paces
paces
paces

-

place
place
place
place

on
on
on
on

line
line
line
line

8

3
I
2
4

Go back to tl1e slc1rt - Cl1eck l10w you are cloin~ so far.
c1ewees. 140
pde..es - pldcc or1 line G

102

2. 210 degrees
3. 338 degrees
4. 124 degrees

135
244
144

paces - place on line 5
paces - place on line 7
paces - place on line 8
Go back to the ·start - Check how you are did.

(Compass Word Hunt Continued)
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Compass - Word Hunt - 9

Follow the Instructions for each part of the exercise. Set your compass at the given angle of degree
and set your bearing. If you do this con·ectly you wm arrive at a destination that will have a letter
located there. Tile instructions ,viii tell you on what line to put the letter. Good Luck. Happy
11unting!!!

2 .

I.

292 degrees,
2. 92 degrees
3. 214 degrees
4. 338 degrees
Go back to
I. 174 degrees,
2. 18 degrees
3. 260 degrees .
4. ll4 degrees
Go back to

4

5

6

7

8

27
paces - place on line I
102
paces - place on line 3
153
paces - place on line 4
244
paces - place on. line 2
the start - Check how you are doing so far.
74
paces - place on line 5
155
paces - place on line 8
129
paces - place on line 7
159
paces - place on line 6
the start - Check how you are did.
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Alternative Means of Navigation
Shadow Tip Method
1- Place a straight stick or branch into the ground at a fairly
level place. Make sure it is open enough for a shadow
to be cast. Mark where the tip of the shadow falls with
something like a small rock.
2. Wait until the shadow moves a few inches (about 15
minutes) and again mark where the tip of the shadow
falls. Do this at least one more time.
3. Draw a line from the first marker to the last. It should be in
a straight line. The first marker is West while the last
mark points East.
4. Draw a perpendicular line bisecting the first line. The
direction of the shadow (in the northern hemisphere) is
North while the direction the sun traveled is South.

This method will provide you with a basic compass and a
sense of which direction is north, south, east and west. In some
circumstances, depending on your general knowledge of the area,
this may be enough information to find a major road or river so that
you can navigate out of the wilderness.
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UNIT OVERVIEW
The Food and Water Un it provides the students
with the opportunity to engage in an activity based
process of learning about the bodies basic nutritional
needs and how that applies to hiking, camping and
survival situations.

The unit begins with discussing

and applying the functions of the major nutrients to
proper body funtioning and proceeds to specific
options for camping and hiking.

Students work in

cooperative groups and are challanged with problem
solving exercises that require effective teamwork and
communication.
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STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to

undertand the functions of the major
nutrients of the human body.
- apply their knowledge of proper nutrition
in order to create a balanced menu for
a backpacking trip.
-Students will cook and eat one of
these meals.
- practice critical thinking and problem
solving skills.
-

improve

their

communication

skills.

- improve their skills of working
effectively in a group setting.
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ASSESSMENT
1. Students will demonstrate their understanding of
nutrient functions by:
a) completing

the

Dehydration worksheet.

b) evaluating the nutritional value of a can of
soup in "Does Soup Provide a Complete
Meal?"
c) developing a nutritionally sound menu for 4day, 3-night backpacking trip.

2. Students will demonstrate their communication and
teamwork skills by:
a) presenting their menus and rationale for why
they chose the meals they agreed upon.
b) setting up a shelter, cooking, eating and
cleaning up a meal.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE
UNIT II
1- Water
a) Notes - needs, dehydration, demands
b) Dehydration worksheet - Math percentages
c) Research periodicals for survival stories
- What kept them alive?
- What was their greatest hardship and
why?
d) Notes - fluids to avoid, purifying water, other
sources
2-

Nutrition

Basics

a) Notes - carbohydrates, proteins and fats
- normal diet amounts - calculate
percentages
- carbo loading principle
b) Does Soup Provide a Complete Meal? - dry lab
3- Food for Hiking
a) Food options for hiking - advantages and
disadvantages
b) Cooking options and considerations
c) Make a Menu - 4 days and 3 nights (3
breakfasts and dinners and 4 lunches with
day 3 being physically demanding)
- Consider - cost, weight, preparation,
variety etc.
d) Making a homemade stove
*e) Cook a meal - prepare, eat and cleanup
*This is a part of the end of program evaluation
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UNIT II

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
AND HANDOUTS

1. Water Notes

P38-40

2. Dehydration - Worksheet

3. Nutrition Basics

.......... P 4 1

......................... P 4 2 - 4 3

4. Does Soup Provide a
Complete Meal? Lab

............... P 4 4- 4 5

5. Types .of Trail Food - Notes
6. Making a Tin Can Stove

...... P 4 6- 4 7

.............. P 4 8- 4 9
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Food and Water

water
About 80% of our body weight is water
Fluid intake becomes critical during strenuous
exercise in order to maintain normal body functions.
Dehydration : loss of water and minerals mostly
through perspiration.
Symptoms - cotton mouth, dizziness, weakness and
headaches

Level
1.
2.

3.

4.

5% water loss - thirst, nausea, weakness
10% "
"
dizziness, headache, inability
to walk
"
15%
- dim vision, painful urination,
"
swollen tongue
over 15%
- possible death

When hiking
1. Fill up before you start your hike before beginning.
2. Drink small amounts throughout the
(in general...1 gal a day depending
and humidity)
3. Drink before you are thirsty - if you
too late
4

drink generously
day.
on temperature
wait it may be

*Always take water with you and take care to keep
water bottle clean and free of bacteria and mold.
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Fluid to avoid
1. Alcohol
- generates a feeling of warmth for a short time
but results in a net Io s s of body heat. Extremely
dangerous in cold conditions.
- impairs judgement, balance, coordination and
awareness.
- dehydrates body and decreases appetite.
2. Salt Water
- will make kidneys work too hard
- body will use fluids to get rid of the salt
resulting in a net loss of body fluids
Purifying Water - Drinking impure water is one of the
worst hazards in a survival situation.
1. Boiling - Bring water to a rolling boil for 15
minutes.
99.9% of Giardia cysts will be killed.
2. Chemicals - Iodine tablets are the most common.
clear water
1 tablet, wait 25 minutes
cloudy water 2 tablets, wait 25 minutes
cold water
2 tablets, wait 25 minutes
*always read specific instructions on the
package label.
3.

Filtration a) store bought filters with filter cartages
b) in emergency - Fill a T-shirt or something like
it with sand and pour the water through it.
It will not remove all impurities but is
better then drinking water strait from the
ground source.

(
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Other sources of water
1. Morning dew - Collect moisture from vegetation
with a clean cloth and wring water into a cup for
drinking.
2. Transpiration .; evaporation of water from the
leaves of plant.
- Choose healthy leaves on bushy branches
- Place a plastic bag over the branch
-try to keep the leaves from touching the
inside of bag
-catch condensation in a corner opposite the
mouth of the bag
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Dehydration
Name
1.

Give

your

definition

2. Find dehydration
definition.

in

of

a

dehydration.

dictionary and write down

the

3. It is said that 80% of our body weight is made up of
water.
Work with a partner to come up with a formula to
calculate how much of your weight is water.
Check to make
sure your answer is a reasonable number.
Formula
Amount
work)

of water

in your body

(use

your

4.
How much water would you need to
enter the danger of level 3 of
dehydration? Show your work.

formula ... show your

lose in order to

5.
How much water would you need to
enter the danger of level 2 of
dehydration? Show your work.

lose in order to

6.
How much water would you need to
enter the danger of level 1 of
dehydration? Show your work.

lose in order to

7. Describe why dehydration is a more serious problem in
hot, dry areas as compared to cool moist areas.
(Answer
in complete sentences and thoughts on the back)
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Nutrition Basics
The number of calories needed depends on physical size,
metabolism, length of trip and activity planned.
calorie - the amount of energy needed to raise 1 gram of water 1
degree celsius at sea level.
Calorie - a nutritional term that is actually 1 kilocalorie
(1000 calories)
Carbohydrates
- should be at least one-half of the Caloric intake
- digests easily and is quickly converted to muscle energy
1- Simple Carbohydrates - sugar, honey, jam (Trail Snacks)
-metabolized quickly
-most beneficial in moderate amounts right before or
during activity . If too much is taken a lack of
energy will follow the high energy period.
I

2 - Complex Carbohydrates - whole grain, bread, rice, starchy
vegefables and beans.
-Keeps muscles working efficiently of a long period of
time.
-Provides the most efficient sustained energy source .
3 - Carbo Loading
- The process of preparing the body for highly physical
activities. This process includes eating a large amount
of complex carbohydrates during the day to two days
before the activity. The complex carbohydrates will be
stored an'd easily available as an energy source when the
body is physically challanged .
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Protein
-meats, beans, peas, cheese, eggs, nuts
-should be 15-20% of Caloric intake
-used for maintanence and repair of body tissues
-helps keep you warm when not exercising
-digests much slower than carbohydrates
-On a hike the majority of protein should be eaten at the
evening meal or breakfast if their will be a few hours
before proceeding on the hike.
Fat
-butter, margarine, nuts, cheese
-very slow to digest
-should be no more than 25-30% of Caloric intake
-keeps you from getting cold or hungary at night when eatten
at dinner
-increasingly important as the temperature drops .
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Does Soup Provide a Complete Meal?
Name

------------- Period ---- Date ----

lIY'

Consumers are bombarded by advertising campaigns that promote the
nutritional benefit.s of specific food products. Choosing the food to eat ba~d
on adverti.'iing may not alway.'i make nutritional ...;en.'ie. By examining the
ingredients of manufactured food, a person can learn important things about
their nutritional content. This will enable anyone to make intelligent decisions
about what and how much to cat.

llff

OBJECTIVES
* Craph the RDA of several nutrients.
"'Make a hypothesis to predict which soup has the highest nutritional value.
"' Determine the nutrient content of soup by examining the soup can label.
* Compare the nutritional content of the s<mp with the R.O~ for tho.•;e
nutrient,.

[V'

MATERIALS
4 soup can labels

Dff

graph paper (3 pieces)

5 colored pencils

HYPOTHESIS
Which of the four kin<l.s of .soup do think is the most nutritious? Place
them in order of mrn;t to lea..;t nutritious. Do this before anafyz.ing the
labels.

1--------- 2-

-------- 3.- - - - - - - 4-- - - - - -

W

PROCEDURE
1- Examine the information in table l. It lists the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA) of various nutrients for one meal.
2- One a piece of graph paper construct a bar graph that shows the RDA for one
meal for total calories, vitamin A, calcium and sodium. Leave room to
graph the co11tent of each of the four .\Oup., in between the RDA bars. Use
one color to complete aJI of the RDA ban.
3. Take a second piece of graph paper and u.\e the same procedure to graph
carbohydrate~. fat, protein and vitamin C. With the third paper graph
vitamin D, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin and iron.
4- Take one soup lable at a time (represented with its own color) and enter it's
nutrient amount, on one of the three bar graphs your have jlLSt
completed. \\"hen completed you should have the RDA bar with each of
the 4 soup bars next to it for each nutrient.
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(Does Soup ... Continued)

[ff

ANALYSIS
(use one of the soups for answering the following 4 questions)
Soup Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I. \Vhar is the RDA for protein? _ _ _ How many gr-ams of protein does this soup provide?
_ _ _ CaJculate the percentage of the RDA for protein this soup provides. _ _ _ %

2, What is the RDA for carbohydrate? _ _ _ How many gr-ams of carbohydrate does this
soup provide? _ _ _ Calculate the percentage of the RDA for protein this soup
provitk~. _ _ _ % Whar food items could be eaten with soup to increase the amount
of carbohydrate in the meal? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3, Docs this soup provide more that 30% of any nutrient? Which ones? - - - - - - - -

4. What other .ml>., tances are found in rhe soup? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5, ls soup a nurriliou.,; meaJ? f..xplaio. (u.,;e any of the .,;oups you analyzed)-------

6, By analyzing your gr-aphs determine which soup is the most nutritious.
1-________ 2-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4-_ _ _ _ _ __

lo completing the above, what characteristics (nutrients) were mos't irpportaot in your
detemtloing which soup was the most nutritiow? Explain.

7, Wa,; your hypothesi., supponed l>y the data? Why or why not? - - - - - - - - - -

IIff'

TABLE I.
ReC'ommende<l Dietary Allowan<'e for a Young Adult
Nutrient

Per meal

Nurieot

Per meal

Total Calories
Carbohydrate -g
Fat - grams (g)
Protein -g
Vitamin A- mg
Vitamin C - mg
Vitamin D - mJ;?

720 •
40
20
20

Thiamioe(B I) - mg
R.ib0Havin(B2) - mg
Niacin - mg
Calcium - mg
Sodium - mg
Iron - mg
• mean.s that thi<i value

0,47
0.57
6
400
600 •
6
bi an averaue

333

20

3.3
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Types of Trail Food-Notes
1) Fresh Food
- most contail a lot of water therefore it can be heavy
- A lot of fresh food will not stay fresh in a backpack
Some fresh food that is suitable for more than one day :
eggs
oranges
apples
cheese
butter
nuts
hard salami
pepperoni
vegetables (potatoes, onions, carrots)
2) Canned Foods
- A tremendous variety of foods
- Heavy - most contains a lot of water
- Have to pack the cans out of the wilderness
Useful canned food for hiking:
Fish (tuna, salmon, shrimp)
Meats (beef, chicken, ham)
Tomato paste (for making spagetti!)
3) Low Moisture and Dehydrated Foods
-By exposing food to heated air a large percentage of the water
is taken out.
- Weighs less because of the lack of water
- Does not spoil very easily
- Cost is low to moderate (commercially bought dehydrators
can be used in the home for a variey of foods and at a low
cost)
- Foods can be rehydrated by adding water
Examples of dehydrated food:
dried fruits and leather
dried meats (jerky)
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4) Dried Food
- Contains about 5% of the water normally contained.
- Non-perishable
- Cost is low to moderate
- Add water to prepare - some are quick and easy
- some require long cooking time
Examples of dried food:
mi I k
eggs
grains (rice, oatmeal)
herbs
spices
drinks (tea, juice, cocoa, cider)
pasta
top ramen powders (tomato, pudding, soup base,
sauce mixes)
5) Freeze-dried
- 97% of the water is taken out
- Very light because of the lack of water - very useful for
extended hiking trips.
- Soak in water to cook.
- Expensive - at the present time it is only produced
commercially.
- Not a natural taste - some say it is has a very bland flavor.
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Making a Tin Can Stove
* This activity can be done during the Food and Water Unit or
the Shelter Unit in preparation for the practical exam.
Materials
paraffin wax
tin snips
aluminum foil
wire coat hanger

tuna can
1 gallon can
corrugated card board
punch type can opener
1) Making a buddy burner

Take the tuna can and stripes of cardboard the same
width as the height of the can.

Roll the cardboard strips and

place It into the can so that the hole of the corrugation are
seen.
can.

Next pour melted wax over the cardboard and into the
The cardboard will serve as a wick for the stove which

should burn for close to two hours.

To lengthen the life of the

burner pour additional wax on the corrugated paper.

2) Making of the stove
Take the one gallon can and cut one end about 3 inches
high 4 inches wide at the open end.

Leave the top attached

so that it can be bent upward. This "door" will provide the
space for the buddy burner to slide into.

With a punch-type

can opener make four hole on the base of the can in order to
let smoke out during cooking.
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3) Making the damper
By using aluminum foil and a wire hanger a damper can
be made in order to control the buddy burner.

Bend the

hanger in such a way as to have one end become a handle
with the other having a loop slightly larger than the
circumference of the tuna can.

Cover the loop with aluminum

foil so that the damper can be used to put out the flame of the
buddy burner.

The stove is made by placing the buddy burner inside
the overturned one gallon can.

The "base" of the can, which

is now the top, is used as the cooking surface with the buddy
burner below and inside the can.
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UNIT OVERVIEW
The

Shelter

Unit

provides the

students

with

the

opportunity to engage in an activity based process of
learning to

how to

choose a campsite, tie knots and

build shelters in order to be able to accomplish these
tasks in the wilderness.
groups

and

exercises

are
that

communication.

Students work in cooperative

challanged
require

with

effective

problem

solving

teamwork

and
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STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to ...

- descride how to choose a campsite and predict
a good location on a map.
demonstrate how and when to use four basic
survival knots.
utilize the correct type of knots in order to
build a tarp shelter.
practice critical thinking and problem solving
skills.
improve therr communication skills.
improve their skills of working effectively in
a group setting.
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ASSESSMENT

1. Students will demonstrate their knowledge of knots
and shelters by:
a practical, individual assessment of four
major knots.
Each knot will be evaluated on
accuracy and effort using a ten point scale.
building a tarp shelter using the correct
knots.
completing a portion of a written practicle
exam that will utilize a contour map with
interpretive .questions regarding campsite
selection.
2. Students will evaluate the Wilderness Survival
program as detailed in APPENDIX 1.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE
UNIT Ill
1.

Campsite
Background information - notes
Locating a possible campsite situation using a
topographic map.

2.

Knots
Purpose of specific knots - notes
Hands on practice of specific knots

3.

Shelters
Various types used for different circumstances notes
Practical test - building a shelter/cooking a
meal
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CAMPSITE-NOTES
Strive to always observe the "no trace" principle.
"Take only pictures, leave only footprints"
It is extremely important to have the care of the environment
in mind when choosing a campsite.
Things to consider:
1-

If possible the site should be a minimum of 200 feet from
lakes, streams and trails.

2-

Never camp in delicate areas such as alpine meadows.
Select sandy areas before those covered by vegetation.

3-

Cold evening air will settle in low-lying areas, therefore a
higher site may be preferable.

4-

Camping on an east facing slope will result in being sheltered
from a west wind.

5-

Be considerate to others who may be in the wilderness in part
for peace and quiet.

Campfires
-Remember that many wilderness areas prohibit or require
specific fire permits.
-Cooking stoves, flashlights and extra cloths can easily
provide the needed warmth and light that campfires do.
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KNOTS - NOTES
There are literally thousands of knots, all developed for
specific uses. A good knowledge of several basic knots should be
sufficient to meet the needs of camping and hiking.

Fishermans Knots and Sheet Bends - are used to tie two pieces
of rope together in order to be able to span a longer distance
then any available single length of rope.
Half-Hitches and Taut-Line Hitch - are used to tie rope to a post,
tree or a grommet on a tarp.
Millers Knot - is used for tying and hanging a food bag. This is
recommended especially when hiking in known bear territory.
Bowline - will form a loop that will not close up on itself. This knot
and a bowline on a bight are often used in emergency rescue
situations.
Figure Eight - is a basic knot that can be used for a variety of
purposes.
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SHELTER - NOTES
Using a Tarp
1. Shed Tarp - This basic design requires two trees
reasonably close together. One side (top) of the tarp is
stretched and tied to the two trees. The lower part of the tarp
will extend into the wind and anchored to the ground. This
slanting, lean-to type design will offer basic protection from
wind, rain and sun.
2. A-Frame Tarp - A ridgeline using rope is attached between
two trees. After the ridgeline is pulled tight the tarp is placed
half-way over the ridgeline. The lower ends of the tarp are
secured to the ground. The result will look like a basic tent
but without the floor.

Emergency Winter Shelters
1. Snow Pit or Ditch - A pit is dug in the snow just large
enough for a person and any gear that is desired. The pit
must be narrow enough for boughs to be placed over the top
of the hole. If possible make an entrance at one end that is
lower than the sleeping area (cold air will stay in the lower
area). Snow blocks could be stacked, igloo style over the pit
instead of boughs. Do not forget to make a ventilation hole,
especially if a fire is going to be made inside the shelter.
2. Snow Cave - This shelter is built into snow that has
accumulated against a slope. Dig into the slope then upward
in order to make a sleeping platform higher then the entrance.
Poke a hole in the roof for ventilation, build a fire shelf on the
sleeping platform and place a snow block in front of the
entrance.
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NUTRITION and KNOTS & SHELTER
PRACTICAL TEST
Names

TEAM WORK
_ _ Sharing the work (15)
_ _ Effective, mature communication - solving problems, changing
plans (15)

KNOTS/SHEL TEA
_ _ Tying two ropes together (1 O)
_ _ Tying to a pole or tree (10)
_ _ Tying to the tarp (5)
_ _ Shelter set-up, quality (1 O}

FOOD
_ _ Cooking food (5)
_ _ Food choices, nutritional value (5)
_ _ Eating food (5)
_ _ Hanging a food sack (5)

CLEAN-UP
_ _ Dishes (10)
_ _ Campsite (10)
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APPENDIX

STUDENT EVALUATION
Please evaluate the following questions by using the given scale.
12345-

Strongly agree
Agree
Nuetral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

After completing the wilderness survival basic skills course:
1. I have a greater desire to explore the wilderness areas in and
around the Cashmere area.
1

2.

3

4

5

I feel that I possess the basic skills needed to safely explore
the wilderness.
1

3.

2

2

3

4

5

The activities that I completed during this course helped me
better understand the important concepts.
1

2

3

4

5

